
Talking to Boys 
about Porn



It’s Not a Question of If, but When 
Our Sons Will See Porn

“Pornography exposure among college males is now almost universal.”
—Pornography and Public Health: Research Summary by the National Center on Sexual 

Exploitation

It’s not really news that men struggle with lust. It’s also not news that the internet has made 
sexually explicit material available to anyone within a single click. But many parents are 
unaware of just how pervasive porn use has become, particularly among men, or of how young 
«óĩĈ��Ąº�ģÌºê�đÌºĩ�ĸĄĈđ�Ĉºº�Ïđɐ��ÌºĄº�Ĉ�«óĩĈ�ėĈº³�đó�Ì�Ģº�đó�è�Þº��ê�ºĵóĄđ�đó�Ĉºº���³ÏĄđĩ�
ĀÏđėĄºɊ�đÌº�ÏêđºĄêºđ�Ì�Ĉ�êóģ�è�³º�Ïđ�³ÏĶėáđ�đó��ĢóÏ³�ĈººÏêÆ�ÆĄ�ĀÌÏ�ĈºĨė�á�Ïè�ÆºĈɊ�ºĢºê�ģÌºê�
trying to avoid it.

In this guide, we want to honestly look at how porn is impacting men and those around them. 
�ėđ�ģº��áĈó�ģ�êđ�đó�ĀóÏêđ�ĩóė�đóģ�Ą³�đÌº�ĢºĄĩ�Ąº�á�ÌóĀº�đÌ�đ��ÌĄÏĈđ�óĵºĄĈ�đó��êĩóêº�ģÌó�Ì�Ĉ�
ever sinned, not least of all boys and men struggling with porn addictions. 

What is culture telling men?
�ºĈđºĄê�ėáđėĄº�ÏĈ�«ºóèÏêÆ�ÏêĄº�ĈÏêÆáĩ�ÌĩĀºĄĈºĨė�áÏįº³ɐ��êđÏɢĀóĄê��³Ģó�đº�Gail 
Dines observes, “I want you to think what it means to be male and grow up in a culture 
ģÌºĄºɊ�«ºÄóĄº�ĩóė��ê�ºĢºê�ĈĀº�ÞɊ�Äºè�áºĈ��Ąº�óĵºĄÏêÆ�đÌºèĈºáĢºĈ�đó�ĩóėɉ��óèº�Æºđ�
me, come get me” [warning: the linked video contains strong language and disturbing 
óêđºêđɝɐ��êĩóêº�ģÌó�Ì�Ĉ�Ā�Ï³��êĩ��đđºêđÏóê�đó��³ĢºĄđÏĈÏêÆ�ÞêóģĈ�ºĨ�đáĩ�ģÌ�đ�ĈÌº�
ÏĈ�đ�áÞÏêÆ��«óėđɐ�Qºê�Ïê��èºĄÏ�ê�ėáđėĄº��Ąº�óêĈđ�êđáĩ�«óè«�Ą³º³�ģÏđÌ�ĈºĨė�áÏįº³�
images of women. 

�ÌÏáº�ėáđėĄº�ÏĈ�óèèėêÏ�đÏêÆ�è�êĩ�èÏĨº³�èºĈĈ�ÆºĈ��«óėđ�ģÌ�đ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º�
a man, one of the major ones is that in order to be truly successful, men should be 
getting an abundance of sexual attention from beautiful women. If a man is able to 
brag to his peers about how often he is “getting laid,” he has status in their eyes. This 
idea goes much deeper than appealing to a man’s sex drive. It is an underlying message 
�«óėđ�Ï³ºêđÏđĩ��ê³�ĀėĄĀóĈºɐ���è�ê�Ì�Ĉ�ĀóģºĄ��ê³�Ģ�áėº�Ïê�đÌº�ºĩºĈ�óÄ�óđÌºĄĈ�ÏÄ�Ìº�
has this attention from females, especially if he’s so “strong” that he doesn’t let that 
�đđºêđÏóê��ĵºđ�ÌÏè�ºèóđÏóê�ááĩɐ

What does porn tell men? 
ióĄê�ĀóĄđĄ�ĩĈ��ê�óĢºĄ«áóģê�Ä�êđ�Ĉĩ�Ïê�ģÌÏÌ�đÌº��«óĢº�Ï³º�á�ÏĈ�Äėáĸááº³ɐ�9đ�³ºĀÏđĈ�
men as strong, dominating, and detached. In porn, men are physically and sexually 
ºĨ�ÆÆºĄ�đº³�ɞ�Ĉ��Ąº�ģóèºêɊ�ģÌó�óêáĩ�è�đđºĄ�ÄóĄ�đÌºÏĄ�ĀÌĩĈÏ�á�Äº�đėĄºĈɟɐ��óèºê�Ïê�
ĀóĄê��Ąº�Ĉė«èÏĈĈÏĢº��ê³�³ó�ģÌ�đºĢºĄ�đÌº�èºê�ģ�êđɐ��óĄ³ÏêÆ�đó�ĀóĄêɭĈ�ê�ĄĄ�đÏĢºɊ�
ģóèºê�ºêÛóĩ�«ºÏêÆ��ÆÆĄºĈĈÏĢºáĩɊ�ĈºĨė�ááĩ�³óèÏê�đº³Ɋ��ê³�đÌºĩ�ºêÛóĩ�«ºÏêÆ�ó«ÛºđÏĸº³�
and used. They have an endless appetite for sex and never need or want to say “no.” 
�ê³Ɋ�ÏÄ�đÌºĩ�³ó�Ĉ�ĩ�ɩêóɊɪ�Ïđ�Ąº�ááĩ�èº�êĈ�ɩĩºĈɐɪ



What is the current state of male exposure to 
porn?

In 2001 (i.e. seventeen years ago) the Kaiser Family Foundation found that 70% of 
�³óáºĈºêđĈ��Æº³�ȩȭɢȩȯ�Ì�³�Ĉººê�ĀóĄê�óêáÏêº��Ï³ºêđ�ááĩɐ�,Ïê³ÏêÆ���ĩóėêÆ�è�ê�ģÌó�
Ì�Ĉ�êºĢºĄ�Ĉººê�ĀóĄê�ÏĈ�êóģ�Ä�Ą�èóĄº�³ÏĶėáđ�đÌ�ê�ĸê³ÏêÆ�óêº�ģÌó�Ì�Ĉɐ�One college 
survey found that 93% of males had viewed porn while they were growing up. Other 
ĄºĈº�ĄÌ�Äóėê³�đÌ�đ�êº�Ąáĩ�Ì�áÄ�óÄ�óááºÆºɢ�Æº³�è�áºĈ�ģºĄº�ĸĄĈđ�ºĨĀóĈº³�đó�ĀóĄê�«ºÄóĄº�
đÌºĩ�ģºĄº��Æº�ȩȫɐ�"ĢÏ³ºêº�ĈėÆÆºĈđĈ�đÌ�đ�đÌº�ĩóėêÆºĄ���«óĩ�ÏĈ�ģÌºê�Ìº�ÏĈ�ĸĄĈđ�ºĨĀóĈº³�
to porn, the more likely he is to consume it later on, as well as let it inform his sexual 
behavior.

Many put the average age of male exposure to porn��đ�ȩȩɢ�đó�ȩȪɢĩº�ĄĈɢóá³Ɋ��ê³�ĀóĈĈÏ«áĩ�
�Ĉ�ĩóėêÆ��Ĉ�Ȱɢĩº�ĄĈɢóá³ɐ�mºèºè«ºĄ�đÌ�đ�đÌÏĈ�ÏĈ��ê�average, so whatever middle 
number you go with, there are boys who encounter porn at even younger ages. 

Does male porn use have any widespread 
åýåÎƋŸũ

People who approve of porn use often justify it by saying that viewing porn is private 
and causes no harm to others. But just because we say that doesn’t make it true. Porn 
has a real and serious impact not only on those who view it, but also on those who 
don’t. Consider the comment below from Pornhub’s 2017 Year in Review [warning: this 
content is on the Pornhub domain and is disturbing and NSFW]. 

To give context: There is a type of porn known as “hentai,” which is a sexually 
explicit genre of anime. In the comments below the article, some Pornhub users were 
questioning why anime porn was so popular in 2017. One user responded as follows:

Prettier women. There are a lot of beautiful pornstars, yes, but those won’t cross the limit 
of them being human. Hentai women are drawn and animated which is why they’re much 
prettier (and cleaner) than real women, and they naturally have more sex appeal.

This statement is devastating. It reveals the deep isolation and slavery this person 
(presumably a man) is in. So long as he has bought into porn’s lies, he can never have 
a meaningful relationship with a real woman and will not even want to have one. It’s 
harmful enough for women to believe they can’t be valuable unless they look like 
porn stars. Now even the porn stars are excluded from being considered beautiful, not 
«º�ėĈº�đÌºĩɭĄº�Āá�ÏêɊ�«ėđ�«º�ėĈº�đÌºĩɭĄº�đóó�Ìėè�ê��ê³�Ĺ�ģº³ɐ

Or consider what happened to a couple of female friends of ours recently. On separate 
occasions, they each experienced catcalling that went far beyond the casual whistle—
đÌºĩ�èºêđÏóêº³�ºĨĀáÏÏđɊ�ĈĀºÏĸɊ��ê³�³ºÆĄ�³ÏêÆ�đÌÏêÆĈ�đÌºĩ�ģ�êđº³�đó�³ó�đó�đÌº�ģóèºê�
ɞđÌóėÆÌ�ģº�ģóêɭđ�è�Þº�ĩóė�Ąº�³�Ïđɟɐ�zÌº�đģó�ÏêĈđ�êºĈ�Ì�ĀĀºêº³�Ïê�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�Ā�ĄđĈ�
óÄ�đÌº�óėêđĄĩɊ�«ėđ�«óđÌ�ģóèºê�ģºĄº�Ïê�Āė«áÏ��ê³�Ïê�«Ąó�³�³�ĩáÏÆÌđɐ�ɞ�ê³�ÏÄ�èºê��Ąº�
willing to say these types of things in public, you can imagine the extent of what many 
men are willing to say on the internet from behind their screens. . .)

�º��êɭđ�ĀĄóĢº�đÌ�đ�đÌº�èºê�ģÌó�«ºÌ�Ģº³�đÌÏĈ�ģ�ĩ�ĄóėđÏêºáĩ�áóóÞ��đ�ĀóĄêɐ��ėđ�ģº�



doubt it’s a coincidence that this sort of behavior is occurring at a time when male porn 
ėĈº�ÏĈ��áèóĈđ�ė«ÏăėÏđóėĈɐ��ÌÏáº�êóđ�ºĢºĄĩ�è�ê�ģÌó�ĢÏºģĈ�ĀóĄê�ģÏáá�«ºÌ�Ģº�đÌÏĈ�ģ�ĩɊ�
these actions are consistent with porn’s portrayal of sexual behavior and how porn 
³ºĈºêĈÏđÏįºĈ�ÏđĈ�ėĈºĄĈ�đó�đÌºÏĄ�Äºááóģ�Ìėè�ê�«ºÏêÆĈɐ

�º�óėá³�Æó�óêɐ�Gail Dines describes meeting modern young women who are trying to 
date and are encountering men who think they should be able to treat their girlfriends 
the way women are treated in porn. These men think women expect and even enjoy 
being dominated or treated violently during sexual activity. This is shocking, but it 
really should not be that surprising when the vast majority of men in the U.S. are 
letting porn shape their vision for sexuality and relationships.  

Why do guys look at porn?
1. Accident and Curiosity
Many boys who develop porn addictions were not seeking porn out. It’s common to 
hear that a boy accidentally encountered it somehow and then continued viewing it 
after his curiosity was piqued. 

Clearly the appeal of porn is the arousal it causes. Those who create porn design 
Ïđ�đó�óĢºĄĈđÏèėá�đº�đÌº�ĢÏºģºĄĈɐ��Ĉ�ģº�Ĉ�Ï³�º�ĄáÏºĄɊ�è�áº��ê³�Äºè�áº�«ó³ĩ�Ā�ĄđĈ��Ąº�
exaggerated, as are the scenarios depicted. Porn is intended to be consumed as quickly 
as possible for as long as possible, with novelty being part of the attraction.

2. It’s Addictive
��è�ÛóĄ�Ąº�Ĉóê�ģÌĩ�ÆėĩĈ�ģ�đÌ�ĀóĄê�ÏĈ�đÌ�đ�ÏđɭĈ��³³ÏđÏĢºɊ��ê³�đÌºĩɭĢº�Ĉđ�Ąđº³���Ì�«Ïđ�
đÌ�đɭĈ�ÌÏÆÌáĩ�³ÏĶėáđ�đó�«Ąº�Þɐ�zÌº�ÏĄėèĈđ�êºĈ�ĈėĄĄóėê³ÏêÆ��ê³�ĈÌ�ĀÏêÆ�đÌ�đ�Ì�«Ïđ�
�Ąº�ĈÏÆêÏĸ�êđɐ�zÌº�National Center on Sexual Exploitation (NCSE) reports:

Researchers…extrapolated that, when compared to those addicted to gambling or drugs, 
problematic pornography users experience more powerful and faster conditioning to 
anything associated with their use (computer, being alone, pop-ups, etc.).

The power of porn to cause an addictive habit is such that men might continue 
watching it, not because they want to so much as it’s just what they do at that time of 
day. It becomes an incredibly compelling, harmful habit.

3. Coping with Trauma
The reasons why men view pornography often go deeper than sexual stimulation and 
brain chemistry. It’s common for men to turn to porn to cope with pain or trauma 
Ïê�đÌºÏĄ�áÏĢºĈɐ��Ĉ�ģº�êóđº³Ɋ�óėĄ�ėáđėĄº�ĀĄºĈºêđĈ���ºĄđ�Ïê�ĀÏđėĄº�óÄ�è�ĈėáÏêÏđĩɊ��ê³�
one aspect of that picture is that a successful man is strong, powerful, and surrounds 
himself with beautiful women. If a guy feels like he has failed in some area of his life, 
Ĉ�ĩ���³ºèÏ�ááĩ�óĄ�«ĩ�«ºÏêÆ�ĄºÛºđº³�«ĩ���ÆÏĄáɊ�ĀóĄê�óĵºĄĈ���ăėÏÞ�ºĈ�Āº�ģÏđÌ�įºĄó�
emotional commitment where he can live out the fantasy of succeeding. Porn is a way 
óÄ�óĀÏêÆ�ģÏđÌ�đĄ�ėè��ɞºĢºê�đÌº�đĄ�ėè���ėĈº³�«ĩ�ĸĄĈđ�ĈººÏêÆ�ĀóĄêɟɊ�áóêºáÏêºĈĈɊ�óĄ�
depression. In the same way that someone might turn to drinking, video games, or 
being a workaholic to escape painful experiences, porn provides an escape from the 
pain of life. Porn might also be a way for a guy to feel like he’s getting “revenge” for 
not gaining attention from women in real life. 



4. Emotional Support
Guys can be especially susceptible to turning to porn if they don’t know how to process 
đÌºÏĄ�ºèóđÏóêĈ�ģºááɐ��êóđÌºĄ�óèèóê�èºĈĈ�Æº�óėĄ�ėáđėĄº�ÆÏĢºĈ�èºê�ÏĈ�đÌ�đ�«ºÏêÆ�
angry or happy is normal, but that other emotions are only for “weak” men. So men 
either don’t know how to process their emotions in a healthy way or they feel shame 
for trying to do so. But they still need some way of dealing with what they’re going 
đÌĄóėÆÌɊ��ê³�ģÌºđÌºĄ�óĄ�êóđ�đÌºĩ�Ąº�áÏįº�ÏđɊ�đÌºĩ�đėĄê�đó�ĀóĄê��Ĉ���ģ�ĩ�óÄ�³º�áÏêÆ�ģÏđÌ�
their feelings. 

5. Other Factors
\đÌºĄ�Ä�đóĄĈ�đÌ�đ��ê�ÏêĹėºêº�ģÌĩ�ÆėĩĈ�áóóÞ��đ�ĀóĄê�Ïêáė³º�«ėđ��Ąº�êóđ�áÏèÏđº³�đóɉ

• Enjoying the challenge of looking for it even more than the porn itself;
• ��êđÏêÆ�đó�«º�áÏÞº�ĀººĄĈɕ
• Boredom;
• To educate themselves about sex; and
• It’s “edgy” or cool.

How does porn impact men who view it?
9Ď��Ĳ¸«Ďą�yÊ¸å�hÊĦąÍ«�ÞÞĦ
Porn, which seems safe because it doesn’t involve sex with another person, actually 
harms men physically. Multiple studies have linked porn use to a decrease in sexual 
satisfaction and to erectile dysfunction (ED). It’s notable that compulsive masturbation 
has also been connected to sexual dysfunction.

Porn use impacts the brain’s prefrontal lobes, which govern a person’s willpower. 
�Ìºê�³óĀ�èÏêº�ɞwhich regulates pleasure and reward�Ïê�đÌº�«Ą�Ïêɟ�óêđÏêė�ááĩ�Ĺóó³Ĉ�
the brain as the result of compulsive porn use, the dopamine actually “reshapes” the 
prefrontal lobes and causes the neural cells there to decrease. So when someone feels 
a helpless “need” to use porn and loses motivation in other areas of life, there are 
�đė�ááĩ�êºėĄóáóÆÏ�á�Ąº�ĈóêĈ�ģÌĩɐ��º�ėĈº�đÌº�Ìėè�ê�«Ą�Ïê�³óºĈêɭđ�ĸêÏĈÌ�³ºĢºáóĀÏêÆ�
ėêđÏá�đÌº�èÏ³ɢȪȨĈɊ�ĀóĄê�ɞóĄ��êĩđÌÏêÆ�ģÏđÌ��³³ÏđÏĢº�ĀĄóĀºĄđÏºĈɟ�ÏĈ�particularly harmful 
to teenagers. Young people are anywhere from two to four times more sensitive to 
dopamine than adults are. This means that a porn addiction can take a much more 
powerful hold over adolescents than it can over adults. 

See Covenant Eyes’ resource The Porn Circuit: Understand Your Brain and Break Porn Habits 
in 90 Days for a breakdown of the neurochemistry of how someone’s brain gets addicted 
to porn.

9Ď��Ĳ¸«Ďą�yÊ¸å�hąĦ«ÊðÞðÄÍ«�ÞÞĦ
zÌºĄºɭĈ���áóđ�óÄ�³�đ��ÄóėĈÏêÆ�óê�Ìóģ�ĀóĄê�ó«ÛºđÏĸºĈ�ģóèºêɐ��ėđ�ģÌÏáº�èºê�Ì�Ģº�
đÌº�ĀóģºĄ�óĢºĄ�ģóèºê�Ïê�ĀóĄêɭĈ�ê�ĄĄ�đÏĢº�ɞÞººĀ�Ïê�èÏê³�ģºɭĄº�ÆºêºĄ�áÏįÏêÆ��ê³�êóđ�
including every subgenre of porn), èºê��Ąº��áĈó�«ºÏêÆ�ó«ÛºđÏĸº³. In adult content, men 
�Ąº�Ģ�áėº³�è�Ïêáĩ�ÄóĄ�đÌº�ĈÏįº�óÄ�đÌºÏĄ�ÆºêÏđ�áÏ���ê³�Ìóģ�áóêÆ�đÌºÏĄ�ºĄºđÏóêĈ�á�Ĉđɐ�qó�Ïđ�
shouldn’t be surprising that porn has been linked to poor male body image. 

Porn also increases male violence and aggression. There is a strong connection between 
pornography use and loneliness, as well as increased depression and poorer working 



memory in men. In young people, porn leads to a weaker emotional bond with the 
user’s caregivers. Finally, people are more likely to question their sexual values if they 
use porn, meaning they are more likely to be promiscuous or to question their sexual 
orientations.

It Increases Sexual Victimization and Destroys Relationships
��đ��ĈÌóģĈ�đÌ�đ�ĀóĄê��ĵºđĈ���è�êɭĈ�ĀºĄĈóê�á�Ąºá�đÏóêĈÌÏĀĈɊ��Ĉ�ģºáá��Ĉ�Ìóģ�Ìº�Ąºá�đºĈ�
đó�ĈóÏºđĩ��đ�á�ĄÆºɐ�zÌº�ĩóėêÆºĄ���«óĩ�ÏĈ�ģÌºê�ÌºɭĈ�ĸĄĈđ�ºĨĀóĈº³�đó�ĀóĄêɊ�đÌº�èóĄº�áÏÞºáĩ�
he is to want power over women. Because porn teaches men that women enjoy sexual 
violence, it’s logical that porn use increases male delinquency and criminal activity. 
Fraternity men who viewed porn were found to have a greater chance of committing 
Ą�Āº�ÏÄ�đÌºĩ�đÌóėÆÌđ�êó�óêº�ģóėá³��đÌ�đÌºèɐ�\ê�đÌº�ĹÏĀ�ĈÏ³ºɊ�ĩóėđÌ�ģÌó�ĢÏºģ�ĀóĄê�
have been found to be more vulnerable to being victims of sexual abuse.

In addition, pornography causes anxiety in romantic relationships. It hurts marriages 
and increases the likelihood of divorce. Porn users have a greater willingness to try out 
ĄÏĈÞĩ�ĈºĨė�á�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄ��ê³�Ì�Ģº���ÆĄº�đºĄ�áÏÞºáÏÌóó³�óÄ�Ì�ĢÏêÆ��ĵ�ÏĄĈɐ�Qºê�ģÌó�ėĈº�ĀóĄê�
actually experience less real sex with their partners. They are less likely to use condoms 
and are at a higher risk of STIs. 

What can I do to help my son(s) not fall prey to 
porn?

Invest in Your Marriage and Your Family
Our sons will learn how men and women relate to each other based on our marriages, 
so we need to assess what our marriages (or dating relationships if not currently 
married) are modeling to them. Remember, porn is teaching men to be aggressive and 
đó�³óèÏê�đº�ģóèºêɐ���Æėĩ�óėá³�³Ą�ģ�è�êĩ�ºĄĄóêºóėĈ�óêáėĈÏóêĈ�ÄĄóè�đÌÏĈ�èºĈĈ�Æºɉ�
He might learn to be aggressive toward women, but he also might conclude that any 
ÞÏê³�óÄ�è�áº�áº�³ºĄĈÌÏĀ�ÌėĄđĈ�ģóèºêɐ��Ĉ���ĄºĈėáđɊ�Ìº�èÏÆÌđ�óĢºĄóèĀºêĈ�đº�«ĩ�«ºÏêÆ�
passive toward them. Let the love and respect that you demonstrate in your marriage 
ĀĄºĈºêđ���èóĄº�«º�ėđÏÄėá��áđºĄê�đÏĢº�đÌ�ê�đÌº�ê�ĄĄ�đÏĢº�ĀóĄê�ÏĈ�óĵºĄÏêÆɐ�

Boys desperately need examples of healthy masculinity. Dads, what example are your 
ĈóêĈ�ĈººÏêÆ�óÄ�ģÌ�đ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���Æóó³�ÌėĈ«�ê³��ê³�Ä�đÌºĄɑ��Ąº�ĩóė�áº�³ÏêÆ�ĩóėĄ�
ģÏÄº��ê³�ÌÏá³Ąºê�ĈĀÏĄÏđė�ááĩɑ��Ąº�ĩóė�ĀėĄĈėÏêÆ�Ąºá�đÏóêĈÌÏĀĈ�ģÏđÌ�đÌºèɑ��Ąº�ĩóė�«óđÌ�
modeling and teaching your sons what it means to be a man? They might not show it to 
you, but your sons are watching you, and they care about whether you spend time with 
them. 

In an interview, Christian speaker and author John Eldredge says that the key question 
all boys are asking is, “Do I have what it takes?” He says that parents need to provide 
opportunities for boys to answer this question with a resounding, “Yes!” Dads 
especially need to make this a priority by creating challenges for their sons that are 
stretching, but attainable. Maybe it’s building something. Maybe it’s running a 5K. 
Find out what your son’s passions are and cultivate them. Guys need a mission, so have 
adventures with your sons. Sons also need to hear their dads say, “I’m proud of you,” 
and they need to hear it often.



�Ĉ�ģº�êóđº³�º�ĄáÏºĄɊ�«óĩĈ�êºº³�đó�áº�Ąê�Ìóģ�đó�ĀĄóºĈĈ�ºèóđÏóêĈ�Ïê�Ìº�áđÌĩ�ģ�ĩĈɐ�
This education starts with their fathers and other male role models demonstrating 
how to process their own emotions well. One dad we talked to said, “Dads, it’s okay 
to be angry, but when you’re angry, don’t yell or walk out of the room. Talk through 
emotions, and practice having a larger emotional vocabulary than happy or mad. Talk 
ĄºÆėá�Ąáĩ��«óėđ�Ìóģ�ĩóė�Äººáɐɪ��ĈÞ�ĩóėĄ�ĈóêĈ�êóđ�ÛėĈđ��«óėđ�ģÌ�đ�Ì�ĀĀºêº³�đó�đÌºè�
that day, but about how they felt about what happened to them. 

QóèĈɊ�ĩóė�Ì�Ģº��ê�ÏêĢ�áė�«áº�Ąóáº��Ĉ�đÌº�ĸĄĈđ��ê³�èóĈđ�ÏèĀóĄđ�êđ�ģóè�ê�Ïê���«óĩɭĈ�
life. It’s through relating to you and learning from you that your sons will determine 
how to treat the other women they meet. Mothers tend to be very perceptive about what 
their children are going through. You can be an incredible source of advice, wisdom, 
and encouragement for your sons as they grow up. You can also encourage and cheer 
your sons on as they live out their masculinity in healthy ways. 

�Ì�đ�ÏĈ�đÌº�ėáđėĄº�óÄ�ĩóėĄ�Ä�èÏáĩ�áÏÞºɑ��ó�ĩóėĄ�ĈóêĈ�Þêóģ�đÌ�đ�ÏÄ�đÌºĩ�Ä�ÏáɊ�đÌºĩ��ê�
come to you? Or do they expect that you will shame them for their failures? It’s crucial 
that you build relationships with your sons based on love and trust, or they will never 
feel safe sharing their struggles with you.

Be Vulnerable about Your Own Failures 
�º�ģ�êđ�óėĄ�ÞÏ³Ĉ�đó�áóĢº�.ó³��ê³�Ì�Ģº���Ąºá�đÏóêĈÌÏĀ�ģÏđÌ�6Ïèɐ��º�ģ�êđ�đÌºè�đó�
ºĨĀºĄÏºêº�đĄėº�áÏÄº��ê³�Ûóĩɐ�zÌº�èóĈđ�ºĵºđÏĢº�ģ�ĩ�ģº��ê�áº�³�đÌºè�đóģ�Ą³�đĄėº�áÏÄº�
is by living out our faith, including our struggles and failures, in front of them. It’s 
a more powerful lesson for our kids to see God’s faithfulness in our failures than for 
them never to see us fail. Our children will be wounded as they grow up; that is simply 
óêº�óÄ�áÏÄºɭĈ�Ā�ÏêÄėá�Ąº�áÏđÏºĈɐ�EóÌê�"á³Ąº³Æº�ºèĀÌ�ĈÏįºĈ�đÌ�đ�ģº�èėĈđ�Æó��ÄđºĄ�óėĄ�
ÌÏá³ĄºêɭĈ�ģóėê³ĈɊ�Ĉ�ĩÏêÆɊ�ɩ\êº�óÄ�đÌº�èóĈđ�ºĵºđÏĢº�ģ�ĩĈ�ĩóė��ê�ÌºáĀ�đÌºè�ê�ĢÏÆ�đº�
their wounds is to talk about yours.” If we don’t, these wounds can subvert every other 
good parenting tactic we try. 

Dads, you in particular might feel a temptation to conceal your weaknesses so that your 
sons will respect you. If you do, your sons will know you are being dishonest. If they 
do think for now that you are infallible, they will be extremely disillusioned when they 
ĸê³�óėđ�đÌ�đ�ĩóė�Ì�Ģº�ĩóėĄ�ģº�ÞêºĈĈºĈ��ê³�Ä�ÏáėĄºĈɊ�ÛėĈđ�áÏÞº�ºĢºĄĩ�óđÌºĄ�Ìėè�ê�«ºÏêÆɐ�
Because you were not open with them about your brokenness, they might conclude that 
�ÌĄÏĈđÏ�êÏđĩ�ÏĈ�ÏêºĵºđÏĢº��đ�ÌºáĀÏêÆ�ĀºóĀáº�³º�á�ģÏđÌ�đÌºÏĄ�ĀĄó«áºèĈɐ�9đ�èÏÆÌđ�Ĉººè�
counterintuitive, but your sons will actually respect you more if you are honest about 
your weaknesses. By opening up at appropriate times about your own sins, especially 
the sexual ones, you pave the way for your sons to open up about theirs.

Not “the Talk,” But Many Talks
Get used to the idea of having recurring conversations with your sons about porn. 
�ėáđėĄº�ÏĈ�Ì�ĢÏêÆ���êóêɢĈđóĀ�óêĢºĄĈ�đÏóê�ģÏđÌ�đÌºè��«óėđ�ÏđɊ�Ĉó�ģº�êºº³�đó��Ĉ�ģºááɐ�
It’s important that fathers are the ones who lead the conversation on porn (when 
possible), even if the mothers are present and even if the mom was the one who caught 
the son looking at porn. These discussions need to take place within the context of a 
trusting relationship that you’ve been building with them, as well as in the context of 
ĀĄ�ĩºĄɐ��Æ�ÏêɊ�ÏÄ�ĩóė�Ì�Ģº�êó�Äóėê³�đÏóê�óÄ�đĄėĈđ�ģÏđÌ�ĩóėĄ�ÞÏ³ĈɊ�đÌºĩ�Ì�Ģº�êó�Ąº�Ĉóê�to 
be vulnerable with you. 



In our “Parent’s Guide to Understanding the Porn Threat,” we listed quite a few 
ăėºĈđÏóêĈ�ĩóė�óėá³�Ą�ÏĈº�ģÏđÌ�ĩóėĄ�ÞÏ³Ĉ��«óėđ�ĀóĄêɐ��º��áĈó�³ÏĈėĈĈ�Ìóģ�đó�Ì�Ģº�đÌóĈº�
óêĢºĄĈ�đÏóêĈ�Ïê��Æºɢ�ĀĀĄóĀĄÏ�đº�ģ�ĩĈɐ�6ºĄº��Ąº�Ĉóèº�Ï³º�Ĉ�ÄóĄ�ăėºĈđÏóêĈ�ĩóė�óėá³��ĈÞ�
ĩóėĄ�đººê�Æº�ĈóêĈ�ĈĀºÏĸ�ááĩɐ�

Discussion Questions
• �Ì�đ�³ó�ĩóė�đÌÏêÞ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���è�êɑ
• �Ì�đ��Ąº�Ĉóèº�óÄ�ėáđėĄºɭĈ�èºĈĈ�ÆºĈ��«óėđ�ģÌ�đ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���è�êɑ
• �Ì�đ�³ó�ĩóėĄ�è�áº��ê³�Äºè�áº�ÄĄÏºê³Ĉ�đÌÏêÞ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���è�êɑ
• �Ì�đ�ÆėÏ³�êº�³óºĈ�đÌº��Ï«áº�ĀĄóĢÏ³º��«óėđ�«ºÏêÆ���è�êɑ
• �Ì�đ�³óºĈ�ĀóĄê�Ĉ�ĩ��«óėđ�ģÌ�đ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���è�êɑ��Ì�đ�ÏĈ�ĀóĄêɭĈ�ĢÏĈÏóê�ÄóĄ���

man’s purpose and identity?
• �Ì�đ�ÏĈ�ĀóĄê�đº�ÌÏêÆ�ĀºóĀáº��«óėđ�ģóèºêɑ
• �ó�ĩóė�Þêóģ�đÌº�ĄºĈº�ĄÌ�đÌ�đ�ĈÌóģĈ�Ìóģ�ĀóĄê��ĵºđĈ�èºêɑ
• �áá�ĀºĄĈė�ĈÏĢº�áÏºĈ�Ì�Ģº�Ĉóèº�đĄėđÌ�Ïê�đÌºèɐ��Ì�đ��Ąº�đÌº�đĄėđÌĈ��«óėđ�èºê��ê³�

women that porn is twisting?
• How does porn’s vision compare with God’s vision for His children, and for men 
ĈĀºÏĸ�ááĩɑ

• Do you believe that God is calling you to a better story than porn’s story?
• How do you think people should handle their sexual urges if they can’t act on them 

by having sex or by viewing pornography? Does the Bible give us any guidance on 
this?

My son is addicted to porn. What do I do?
iĄóđºđ��óėêÆ�QÏê³Ĉ�Ì�Ĉ��ê�ºĨºááºêđ�ĄºĈóėĄº��ááº³�đÌº�ɩqQ�mz�iá�ê�.ėÏ³º�ÄóĄ�
Parents,” which gives advice for how to react if you discover your kids are looking at 
porn. You can download it here.

1. Be Calm and Make Sure He Knows You Love Him
It’s essential that your reaction is one of grace and love instead of condemnation. You 
will be grieved, but watch out that your grief doesn’t increase the shame your son 
�áĄº�³ĩ�ÄººáĈɐ��º�đ�áÞº³�đó�óêº�Æėĩ�ģÌóĈº�èóè�Ĉđ�Ąđº³�ĄĩÏêÆ�ėêóêđĄóáá�«áĩ�ģÌºê�ĈÌº�
found out he’d been viewing porn. This reaction is completely understandable, but it 
seriously increased the shame he already felt. He suggests it might be a good idea for 
đÌº�Ā�ĄºêđĈ�đó�đ�Þº�Ĉóèº�đÏèº�đó�óóá�óĵ�ÏÄ�êºº³º³�«ºÄóĄº�Ì�ĢÏêÆ���óêĢºĄĈ�đÏóê�ģÏđÌ�
their sons about their discovery. One expert even recommends that parents practice 
their responses ahead of time.

If you react badly, it’s not as though you’ve caused irreparable damage. You can 
�ĀóáóÆÏįºɐ��Ì�đºĢºĄ�Ì�ĀĀºêĈɊ�ĩóėĄ�Ĉóê�êºº³Ĉ�đó�Þêóģ�ÏđɭĈ�Ĉ�Äº�đó�đ�áÞ�đó�ĩóė��«óėđ�
his sexual struggles. In the same way that our Heavenly Father loves and receives us 
exactly as we are, love your kids where they are and help them move toward where they 
ought to be.

2. Seek Accountability in Community
�º�óÄđºê�đÌÏêÞ�đÌ�đ�đÌº�óĀĀóĈÏđº�óÄ��³³ÏđÏóê�ÏĈ�Ĉó«ĄÏºđĩɊ�«ėđ�the opposite of addiction 
is actually connection and community. Your son needs accountability within a 
community. This community must be trustworthy, and it must be founded on honesty. 



It should be a safe place where people don’t shame each other for their failures, but 
they also need to be willing to lovingly call each other out. If your church doesn’t have a 
ĄºĈóėĄº�đÌ�đ�óėá³�ÌºáĀ�ĩóėĄ�ĈóêɊ�óêĈÏ³ºĄ�áóóÞÏêÆ�Ïêđó���ȩȪɢĈđºĀ�ĀĄóÆĄ�è�Ïê�ĩóėĄ��Ąº�ɐ�
It’s also not a bad idea to seek out professional counseling. Some online resources we 
recommend, both for accountability and for gaining information, are:

• Pure Desire MinistriesɠÄóėĈºĈ�óê�óĢºĄóèÏêÆ�ĈºĨė�á��³³ÏđÏóêɊ�óĵºĄĈ�ĈėĀĀóĄđ�
groups, has extensive resources on the site.

• Celebrate Recoveryɠ�ÌĄÏĈđɢºêđºĄº³�ȩȪɢĈđºĀ�ĀĄóÆĄ�è�ÄóĄ�ĀºóĀáº�ĈđĄėÆÆáÏêÆ�ģÏđÌ�
addiction.

• RTribe—an app for those who struggle with pain or addiction; provides 
accountability in community, as well as other resources.

• Fortifyɠģº«ɢ«�Ĉº³�Āá�đÄóĄèɕ�ĀĄóĢÏ³ºĈ�óêáÏêº�óèèėêÏđĩ�ÄóĄ�óĢºĄóèÏêÆ�ĀóĄê�
addiction.

• Covenant EyesɠóêáÏêº�ĀóĄê�ĸáđºĄɕ��óėêđ�«ÏáÏđĩ�ÄóėĈɊ�ºĨđºêĈÏĢº�óêáÏêº��ĄđÏáºĈɐ

3. Get Serious
�óė��ê³�ĩóėĄ�ĈóêĈ�êºº³�đó��ĀĀĄó�Ì�ĄºóĢºĄĩ�ĄºóÆêÏįÏêÆ�đÌ�đ�ĩóė�ģÏáá�Ì�Ģº�đó�ĈºĄÏóėĈáĩ�
deal with the issue over an extended period of time. This means setting boundaries 
đÌ�đ�èÏÆÌđ�Ĉººè�ºĨđĄºèºɐ��Ìºê�EºĈėĈ�đ�áÞº³��«óėđ�áėĈđ�Ïê�Q�đđÌºģ�ȭɊ�6º�Ĉ�Ï³�ÏÄ�óėĄ�
ĄÏÆÌđ�Ì�ê³�óĵºê³Ĉ�ėĈɊ�đÌºê�ģº�óėÆÌđ�đó�ėđ�Ïđ�óĵɐ�zÌÏĈ�ģ�Ĉ�êóđ���Ĉđ�đºèºêđ�èº�êđ�đó�
be taken literally, but rather to express the seriousness with which we need to take 
óėĄ�ĈÏêɐ�zÌÏĈ�óėá³�ĢºĄĩ�ģºáá�èº�ê�đóđ�ááĩ�ėđđÏêÆ�óėđ�ºĄđ�Ïê�ÄĄÏºê³ĈÌÏĀĈɐ��º�Þêóģ�
Ĉóèº�ĄºóĢºĄÏêÆ�³ĄėÆ��³³ÏđĈ�ģÌó�Ì�Ģº�ĄºóÆêÏįº³�đÌ�đ�ÏÄ�đÌºĩ��Ąº�đĄėáĩ�êóđ�ÆóÏêÆ�đó�
use anymore, they need to remove certain friendships out of their lives. There is no 
question in their minds that if they do not, they will go back to using and dealing drugs.

4. Identify Triggers, Set up Boundaries
Sit down with your son and identify the patterns and circumstances surrounding 
ÌÏĈ�ĀóĄê�ėĈºɐ��Ì�đ��Ąº�ÌÏĈ�đĄÏÆÆºĄĈɑ�9Ĉ�Ïđ�«óĄº³óèɑ�9Ĉ�Ïđ�ģ�đÌÏêÆ���ºĄđ�Ïê�z��ĈÌóģɑ�
Maybe he needs to surrender his devices at certain times of the day or all night. Set 
consequences, not just for viewing porn again, but for breaking the boundaries you 
set. For example, say one of the boundaries is no phone in his room at night, and the 
consequence is he loses his phone for a week. If he brings his phone into his room at 
night, even if he doesn’t look at porn, he still gets the consequence of losing the phone 
for a week. The idea is that he experiences the consequences before even getting to the 
point of viewing porn again. 

Some people might question the strategy behind setting such consequences, seeing 
đÌºè��Ĉ�ÏÆêóĄÏêÆ�đÌº�ÆĄ�º�.ó³�óĵºĄĈ�ėĈɐ��ėđ�đÌº�ĀėĄĀóĈº�óÄ�đÌºĈº�èº�ĈėĄºĈ�ÏĈ�đó�
retrain addicts and rewire their brains to associate porn with a negative feeling. In the 
Ìº�đ�óÄ�đÌº�èóèºêđɊ�ĩóėĄ�Ĉóê�ÏĈ�êóđ�áÏÞºáĩ�đó�óêĈÏ³ºĄ�đÌº�áóêÆɢđºĄè�óêĈºăėºêºĈ�óÄ�
using porn. He is, however, more likely to want to avoid an immediate consequence like 
losing his phone. Over time, this repercussion helps build up his brain’s willpower so 
Ìº��ê�«ºđđºĄ�ĄºĈÏĈđ�đºèĀđ�đÏóêɐ��º��áá�êºº³��óėêđ�«ÏáÏđĩ��ê³�ĈºáÄɢ³ÏĈÏĀáÏêº�ÄóĄ�óėĄ�
various struggles, and training ourselves to be obedient to Christ does not negate the 
abundant grace He gives us when we fail.

5. Get Educated, Educate, and Serve
Help your son get educated about porn’s consequences and, if possible, teach others 
about them. There’s no better way to learn something than by teaching someone else 



about it. Find ways to serve victims of sexual exploitation. It will be harder for your son 
đó�Ā�ĄđÏÏĀ�đº�Ïê���ĈÏê�ÏÄ�Ìº�ÏĈ�óêĈđ�êđáĩ�ÌºáĀÏêÆ�đÌº�ĀºóĀáº�đÌ�đ�đÌº�ĈÏê�ÏĈ�Ì�ĄèÏêÆɐ��Ĉ�
you educate your sons about the negative impact of porn and how it hurts women, show 
them how they truly are the heroes and protectors of women when they reject using 
porn.

6. Don’t Assume You’re Out of the Woods
Sometimes God miraculously heals people, but addiction is a cycle, and you should 
expect that it will take time to break it. If your son is or becomes a recovered porn 
addict, it is crucial you do not assume that the struggle is gone for good. Guys 
especially might think that once they’ve been successful for a little while, then they’re 
free and clear. But it takes 90 days for the brain to rewire, and they need ongoing 
�óėêđ�«ÏáÏđĩ�êóđ�đó�ĈáÏ³º�«�Þ�Ïêđó�đÌºÏĄ�óá³�ĄóėđÏêºĈɐ��Ì�đɭĈ�èóĄºɊ�áÏĢÏêÆ�Ïê�ĄºóĢºĄĩ�
from addiction is a lifelong process. You should never assume your son’s struggle is 
Æóêº�ÄóĄ�Æóó³ɐ��º�Þêóģ�óÄ�đģó��³³ÏđĈ�ģÌó�ģºĄº�º�Ì�áº�ê�ÄóĄ��«óėđ�ȪȨ�ĩº�ĄĈ�«ºÄóĄº�
they relapsed. It is essential that your son practices wise habits, no matter long he has 
«ººê�áÏĢÏêÆ���ĀóĄêɢÄĄºº�áÏÄºɐ

7. Be Consistent in Your Family Habits
Evaluate the media you consume as a family, and commit to not watching anything that 
ĈºĨė�áÏįºĈ�óĄ�ó«ÛºđÏĸºĈ�ĀºóĀáºɐ�zÌÏĈ�èÏÆÌđ�«º�ĩóėĄ�Ä�èÏáĩɭĈ�ºăėÏĢ�áºêđ�óÄ�ėđđÏêÆ�óĵ�
your right hand. Be consistent in all areas of your life.

8. Utilize Older Siblings!
\á³ºĄ�ĈÏ«áÏêÆĈ��Ąº���ĀóģºĄÄėá�«ėđ�º�ĈĩɢđóɢóĢºĄáóóÞ�ĄºĈóėĄºɐ��óėêÆºĄ�ĈÏ«áÏêÆĈ�áóóÞ�ėĀ�
to their older brothers or sisters. If you have more than one son, make sure the oldest 
ÏĈ��ģ�Ąº�óÄ�đÌº�ÏêĹėºêº�Ìº�Ì�Ĉ�óĢºĄ�ÌÏĈ�ĩóėêÆºĄ�«ĄóđÌºĄɞĈɟɐ�zÌº�óá³ºĈđ�«ĄóđÌºĄ�Ì�Ĉ�
đÌÏĈ�ÏêĹėºêº�ģÌºđÌºĄ�Ìº��«ėĈºĈ�Ïđ�óĄ�ėĈºĈ�Ïđ�ÄóĄ�Æóó³ɐ�9Ä�Ìº�ÏĈ�ģÏááÏêÆɊ�Ìº��ê�ÌºáĀ�ÌÏĈ�
younger siblings not get caught up in porn.

9. Don’t Forget That It’s a Heart Issue
\ĢºĄóèÏêÆ��³³ÏđÏóê�êºº³Ĉ�đó�Ĉđ�Ąđ�ģÏđÌ�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄ�èó³Ïĸ�đÏóêɐ��ėđ�Ąºèºè«ºĄ�đÌ�đ�
the root issue is one of the heart. If your son does not have a change of heart in what he 
áóĢºĈ��ê³�Ìóģ�Ìº�ĈººĈ�ÌÏèĈºáÄɊ�êó��èóėêđ�óÄ�ºĵóĄđ�đó�ÌºáĀ�ÌÏè�Ì�êÆº�ÌÏĈ�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄ�ģÏáá�
«º�ºĵºđÏĢº�Ïê�đÌº�áóêÆ�Ąėêɐ�

10. You Can’t Help Your Son If You Need Help Yourself
,Ïê�ááĩɊ�ģº�ģ�êđ�đó�ĄºóÆêÏįº�đÌ�đ�è�êĩ�Ā�ĄºêđĈ��ê³ɖóĄ�đÌºÏĄ�ĈĀóėĈºĈ��Ąº�ĈđĄėÆÆáÏêÆ�
with porn addictions. If you or your spouse is using porn, you will not be able to give 
your son the help he needs. Follow the advice we’ve provided here insofar as it applies 
to you, especially the recommendations to get counselling and join a local recovery 
program.

Conclusion
Pornography destroys people’s lives, but Jesus has eternally conquered sin, death, and 
ĈÌ�èºɐ�zÌÏĈ�ÏĈ�êóđ���áÏÆÌđ�óĄ�ĹÏĀĀ�êđ�Ĉđ�đºèºêđɊ�«ėđ�óêº�ģÌóĈº�đĄėđÌ�ÏèĀ�đĈ�ºĢºĄĩ�
dark, hidden inch of our lives.

�º��êɭđ�ÆÏĢº�ĩóė��áá�đÌº��³ĢÏº�ĩóė�èÏÆÌđ�ĀóĈĈÏ«áĩ�êºº³�óê�Ìóģ�đó�đ�áÞ�đó�ĩóėĄ�ĈóêĈ�



ʬ��ĨÏĈ�ȪȨȩȰ�ĨÏĈɐóĄÆ

�ºɭĄº�Ąº�đÏêÆ�èóĄº�óêđºêđ�ºĢºĄĩ�³�ĩɌ�9Ä�ĩóė�Äóėê³�đÌÏĈ�«ėê³áº�ÌºáĀÄėá�
and valuable, check out �ĨÏĈɐóĄÆɖÆėÏ³ºĈ each month for new Guides 

óĢºĄÏêÆ��ááɢêºģ�đóĀÏĈ��ê³�ÄóĄ�óđÌºĄ�ĄºĈóėĄºĈɐ

about porn. But take heart that God’s grace, love, and power to save go as deep as our 
deepest brokenness. Never give up on your relationships with your sons, no matter 
what happens. Pursue them with your love just as God pursues us with His.

Additional Resources
• Pornography Conversation KitɊ��ĨÏĈ�ɞģ�đÌ�ģÏđÌ�đººêĈ�đó�Æºđ�đÌºè�đÌÏêÞÏêÆ��ê³�

talking about porn in a new way)
• “qºĨɊ�zºÌ�ʩ�ióĄêɉ���qÌóÞÏêÆ�IóóÞ��đ��Ì�đ�zººê�ÆºĄĈ��Ąº��º�áÏêÆ��ÏđÌ�zó³�ĩ,” 

Fight the New Drug (FTND)
• “,�ÏđÌ�Iº�³ºĄĈɉ��Ìºê��º��á�èº�IėĈđɊ��º�9êđºêĈÏÄĩ�qºĨė�á�qÏê,” Covenant Eyes
• Proven Men [website]
• Heart to Heart Counseling Center, Colorado Springs
• “How the Porn Industry Hijacks Natural Sexual Curiosity and Hooks Teens,” FTND
• “Ȯ���ĩĈ�đó�m�ÏĈº���qºĨ��³³Ïđ,” Covenant Eyes
• “iºĄĈóê�á�ióĄêóÆĄ�ĀÌĩ��ÏºģÏêÆ��ê³�qºĨė�á�q�đÏĈÄ�đÏóêɉ���lė�³Ą�đÏ��ê�áĩĈÏĈ,” 

Journal of Sex & Marital Therapy
• “ȩȰ�qÌóÞÏêÆ�qđ�đĈ��«óėđ�zÌº�ióĄê�9ê³ėĈđĄĩ��ê³�9đĈ��ê³ºĄ�Æº��óêĈėèºĄĈ,” FTND
• “3 Real Guys Reveal How Giving Up Porn Changed Their Lives,” FTND
• “ɫ6\i"ɭ�zÌĄóėÆÌ���QºêɭĈ��óėêđ�«ÏáÏđĩ�.ĄóėĀ,” Shared Hope International
• X3watch [website]
• “Your Kids Need Your Husband to Be Their FatherɊɪ��ėđÌºêđÏ�9êđÏè�ĩ
• “6óģ��ó��º�6ºáĀ�qđė³ºêđĈ�mºĈÏĈđ�\ėĄ�ióĄêÏĸº³��ėáđėĄºɑ�i�Ąđ�ȩ,” Sean McDowell
• “6óģ��ó��º�6ºáĀ�qđė³ºêđĈ�mºĈÏĈđ�óėĄ�ióĄêÏĸº³��ėáđėĄºɑ�i�Ąđ�Ȫ,” Sean McDowell
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(Note: parents, we recommend you review this book before giving it your sons. It 
might be best for older teens and could be triggering to young men who struggle 
with porn addiction.)


